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ABSTRACT
Fuller, Ryan M. , M.S.Egr, Department of Electrical Engineering, Wright State University,
2012 . Adaptive Noise Reduction Techniques for Airborne Acoustic Sensors.
Ground and marine based acoustic arrays are currently employed in a variety of military and
civilian applications for the purpose of locating and identifying sources of interest. An airborne
acoustic array could perform an identical role, while providing the ability to cover a larger area and
pursue a target. In order to implement such a system, steps must be taken to attenuate environmental
noise that interferes with the signal of interest. In this thesis, we discuss the noise sources present
in an airborne environment, present currently available methods for mitigation of these sources, and
propose the use of adaptive noise cancellation techniques for removal of unwanted wind and engine
noise. The least mean squares, affine projection, and extended recursive least squares algorithms are
tested on recordings made aboard an airplane in-flight, and the results are presented. The algorithms
provide upwards of 37dB of noise cancellation, and are able to filter the noise from a chirp with a
signal to noise ratio of -20db with minimal mean square error. The experiment demonstrates that
adaptive noise cancellation techniques are an effective method of suppressing unwanted acoustic
noise in an airborne environment, but due to the complexity of the environment more sophisticated
algorithms may be warranted.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
One of the traditional applications for UAVs is to serve as platforms for remote sensing and surveil-
lance. For this purpose, a broad range of sensors are available that provide radio frequency, optical,
infrared, chemical, biological, and nuclear information. The data gathered by these sensors provide
decision makers with greater situational awareness of the theatre in which they are employed.
Notably absent from the list of available sensors for UAVs is an acoustic array. An airborne
acoustic sensor package could provide valuable signal intelligence to the UAV operator, and could
be used to identify vehicles, detect gunshots, and eavesdrop upon conversations taking place on the
ground. Additionally, an acoustic array could be used to identify and localize other aircraft for the
purpose of collision avoidance, and since an acoustic array is a passive sensor, it could perform this
tasks while consuming less energy than active systems such as radar, lidar, or sonar [5].
Ground and marine-based acoustic arrays are currently employed in a variety of military and
civilian applications [6]. Airborne variants could be used for the same applications as ground-based
systems, but there are additional benefits to fielding an acoustic system onboard an aerial platform.
For example, such a system would be able to cover a much larger area than a ground-based system,
and the UAV could be used to track the target over time. Also, sound is refracted upward during
the day due to solar heating of the ground [7], so interference from obstacles such as buildings and
foliage would be less of an issue. The benefits associated with an airborne acoustic sensor array are
further discussed in [8].
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The challenge in using microphones aboard a UAV is the noisy environment in which the air-
craft operates. Engine, propellor, actuator, aeroacoustic, and wind noise all interfere with the signal
of interest. Additionally, the distance to a target from which a UAV may be operating means that the
sound source is significantly attenuated before reaching the aircraft. Factors affecting the perfor-
mance of an airborne acoustic package can be classified into three groups: degradation of the signal
of interest, additive noise inherent in the transduction and recording of audio, and interference with
the signal. A list of factors that impede the performance of airborne acoustic sensors associated
with each type is provided in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Impedance factors that affect performance of airborne acoustic sensors.
Type Factor
Source Degradation
Distance
Atmospheric Absorption
Recording Interference Recorder Package Self Noise
Environmental Interference
Wind Noise
Aerodynamics of Aircraft
Engine Noise
Propulsion Noise
Actuation Noise
Aircraft Vibration
From Table 1.1, the magnitude of the challenge of deploying acoustic microphones aboard
UAVs for the purpose of remote sensing should be evident. Each of the problems associated with
the source degradation and environmental interference factors must be addressed in order to develop
an effective airborne acoustic sensor package. However, there are numerous active and passive
techniques available for dealing with each of these interference sources, and many of them will be
discussed in Chapter 2.
1.1 Contribution
The task of eavesdropping from an airborne platform is essentially one of signal enhancement. In
this thesis, we study the various noise sources listed in Table 1.1 and document the methods that
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currently exist for their mitigation. Due to the fact that all sources of environmental interference
are indistinguishable to the microphone transducer [9], we propose that noise cancellation with
adaptive algorithms could remove the unwanted environmental interference. The contribution of
this work is to demonstrate the effectiveness of adaptive noise cancellation techniques at removing
the combination of wind and aircraft noise for enhancement of a desired signal.
1.2 Outline
The remainder of this thesis discusses the factors affecting the implementation of an airborne acous-
tic array, and presents methods for mitigating the impedance factors presented in Table 1.1. Chapters
1 through 4 describe the problems inherent with using acoustic sensors on an airborne platform. The
use of adaptive noise cancellation (ANC) techniques for attenuation of environmental noise is then
proposed. Experimental validation of the effectiveness of the adaptive algorithms is performed, and
the results are presented. It should be noted that the methods and information presented in this re-
port are applicable to both fixed and rotary wing aircraft. A chapter by chapter outline of the thesis
is as follows.
Chapter 2 - Previous Work
In this chapter, we discuss previous work and available methods for reduction of environmental
noise interference. Additionally, we discuss currently available acoustic array systems and their
performance and application.
Chapter 3 - Acoustic Fundamentals and Recording
The acoustic fundamentals necessary for this project are presented. Source degradation and record-
ing interference are discussed as impedance factors, as well as methods for their attenuation. The
limitations imposed by recording devices, as well as the nature of air as a medium, are presented in
this chapter.
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Chapter 4 - Noise in an Airborne Environment
Chapter 4 discusses the sources of environmental noise interference. The test platform for this
project is presented, and the noise profile of the aircraft is examined.
Chapter 5 - Adaptive Noise Cancellation
The main contribution of this thesis–the proposed use of adaptive noise cancellation algorithms for
environmental noise reduction–is presented in this chapter. The fundamentals of adaptive noise
cancellation are discussed, and three algorithms are presented. Important considerations for imple-
mentation of adaptive noise cancellation are also considered.
Chapter 6 - Experimental Validation of Adaptive Algorithms
The test plan for the experiment used to validate the effectiveness of adaptive noise cancellation
at attenuating environmental noise is presented. Recordings are made onboard an aircraft in flight,
and the adaptive algorithms are tested on the collected data. An analysis of the effectiveness of the
algorithms is presented in this chapter.
Chapter 7 - Conclusion
This report is concluded with a discussion of the experimental results. Additionally, a synopsis of
the proposed methods of dealing with each source of noise interference is presented, and future
work is discussed.
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Chapter 2
Previous Work
Mitigation of unwanted noise is an area of concern for acoustic applications in environments with
interference such as wind, engine, or other background noise. For this reason, a multitude of options
exist for attenuation of unwanted noise. We will elaborate on both active and passive methods of
noise reduction that are applicable to airborne acoustic sensing, and discuss their performance.
Although an acoustic array capable of airborne eavesdropping has yet to be successfully devel-
oped, a number of systems are currently in use which utilize microphones for the purposes discussed
in Chapter 1. A description of the performance and intended application of these systems will pro-
vide a basis of comparison for the performance of an airborne acoustic array.
2.1 Passive Means of Attenuating Environmental Inter-
ference
Numerous devices and techniques are available that passively attenuate environmental noise from
wind and generated by an aircraft. Devices such as windscreens and mufflers are intended to at-
tenuate wind and engine noise, respectively. As discussion regarding the packaging of an airborne
acoustic array and the aircraft propulsion method is beyond the scope of this thesis, we restrict our-
selves to passive techniques for reducing the noise generated by the aerodynamics of the aircraft.
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As most aircraft are not intended to be quiet, simple design changes can greatly reduce the amount
of noise interference they generate.
Quieter Aircraft
Aeroacoustics is the study of noise generated by the turbulent flow of air. Aircraft noise is generally
considered to be a nuisance, especially since many airports are located in urban areas, and for
this reason a great deal of work has gone into studying aircraft aeroacoustics. The Silent Aircraft
Initiative (silentaircraft.org) is an organization that is sponsored by the Cambridge-MIT Institute for
the purpose of proposing a quieter aircraft design. Although the focus of this initiative is on large
commercial aircraft, many of the proposed techniques are applicable to UAVs.
Resources on the airframe proposed by the Silent Aircraft Initiative can be found in [10].
Additionally, NASA has studied the problem and demonstrated 8dB of noise reduction using a
combination of techniques in [11]. Additional resources can be found in [7].
2.2 Active Methods for Attenuation of Environmental In-
terference
Active methods of attenuating environmental noise include numerous signal processing techniques
for noise suppression and enhancement of a desired signal. For the purpose of this project, we
restrict ourselves to those methods that are intended for use in a non-stationary environment. The
reason for this is discussed in [12]. These approaches include adaptive noise cancellation and beam-
forming. It should be noted that as of the writing of this thesis, no research has been found applying
these techniques to airborne acoustic eavesdropping.
2.2.1 Spatial Filtering
Spatial filtering involves the augmentation or attenuation of sound depending on the angle of inci-
dence, and one of the most effective signal processing techniques for spatial filtering is beamform-
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ing. An excellent paper on the subject was written by Van Veen and Buckley [13], wherein they
discuss data independent and statistically optimal beamforming. For a generic sensor array, Van
Veen and Buckley demonstrate 30dB of directional gain using the data independent approach, as
well as 70dB of attenuation of noise arriving from a known direction for the statistically optimal
variant.
Beamforming with microphone arrays is an ongoing area of research in acoustics. Lustberg
demonstrated directional gain of at least 20dB in the presence of pure sound tones by using a 29
microphone array [14], and Li and Chen simulated a beam-pattern with 20-40dB of directional gain
using a frequency invariant approach and a 12 element array [15]. Kaneda and Ohga demonstrated
16dB of SNR improvement using the AMNOR approach and a 4-microphone array, for a speech
signal corrupted by ambient white noise [16]. Additionally, Farrell simulated 11dB of SNR im-
provement for a speech signal that is corrupted by another speech source from a known direction
[17].
2.2.2 Adaptive Noise Cancellation for Signal Enhancement
Noise cancellation is the process of reducing noise in a recording for the relative enhancement of
a desired signal. With recordings taken from a KingAir airplane, 30dB of noise suppression was
simulated for active noise cancellation with the Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm [18]. In the
same paper, Zangi demonstrated noise cancelation in excess of 50dB with his two-sensor stochastic
gradient algorithm.
Much work has also been done in the area of adaptive algorithms for speech enhancement. For
speech corrupted with office noise, 30dB of SNR improvement has been demonstrated with the re-
cursive least squares (RLS) algorithm, as well as 24dB of improvement for the fast affine projection
algorithm (APA), 13.5dB for the least mean squares algorithm, and 17.1dB for normalized-LMS
(NLMS) [19]. Boll and Pulsipher demonstrated a 20dB SNR improvement of a speech signal con-
taminated with white noise using LMS [20]. Additionally, Shenqian demonstrated 37.1dB of en-
hancement with his ”Improved” LMS algorithm, 36.8dB with Kwong LMS, and 29.2dB with LMS,
for pure tones corrupted by white noise [21].
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2.3 Currently Available Systems
Despite the challenges associated with remote acoustic sensing, there are currently a multitude of
systems available for military and civilian use that employ microphones for various purposes. Most,
if not all, of these acoustic packages are intended for gunshot detection, since use of firearms is of
concern to the police, military, and public [22]. Additionally, there have been attempts to deploy
these gunshot detection systems on aircraft, including UAVs. However, no work related to audio
eavesdropping onboard an airborne platform has been found in the open literature.
2.3.1 Helicopter Alert and Threat Termination (HALTT)
HALTT [23] is a project funded by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) that
uses acoustic sensors to warn helicopter pilots of incoming machine-gun and small arms fire, and
is intended to act as an early warning system so that countermeasures can be deployed. The system
also provides the location of the incoming fire.
2.3.2 Boomerang
Boomerang [24] is one of the more advanced shot detection systems currently in use by the United
States military. It consists of an acoustic array mounted mounted atop a mast that attaches to a
vehicle such as the HMMWV, and is used for detecting supersonic projectiles.
2.3.3 Low Cost Scout UAV Acoustics System (LOSAS)
SARA, Inc. has developed an acoustic sensor package that is lightweight enough to be used aboard
smaller UAVs [6]. In addition to weapons fire, it is able to detect and locate heavy vehicles and
other aircraft from up to 2 kilometers away. Noise interference from wind and airframe vibration is
removed with proprietary mounts and windscreens [25].
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2.3.4 Shot Spotter
Shot Spotter [26, 27] is a gunfire detection system that was developed for civilian use. It is designed
to work in an urban environment, and is able to precisely locate gunshots despite the echoes. One
notable feature of Shot Spotter is that it is able to distinguish gunshots from automobile backfire
and other city noise.
2.3.5 Shot Stalker
Another UAV platform that employs a gunshot detection system is the Shot Stalker [28]. Developed
by Lockheed Martin Skunkworks, the Shot Stalker is a small UAV platform that is designed to be
very acoustically quiet, so that engine noise does not interfere with signal detection.
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Chapter 3
Acoustic Fundamentals and Recording
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the theoretical basis for the practicality of eavesdropping
aboard an airborne platform. In doing so, we address the source degradation and recording in-
terference factors that impede the performance of acoustic arrays for remote sensing. Due to the
physical nature of air as a sound medium, and the noise inherent in transducing and recording an
audio signal, there exist practical limitations to eavesdropping from a distance. Expounding upon
these limitations will help determine the feasibility of eavesdropping upon various noise sources.
3.1 Sound Propagation Through Atmosphere
Given the multitude of environments in which a noise source may be present (and upon which we
may want to eavesdrop), an in-depth analysis of the propagation properties of various noise sources
is beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore, let us assume that the target for eavesdropping is a
simple noise source, and that the UAV platform is far enough away from the source that the sound
is propagating as a spherical progressive wave. Sound travels through the atmosphere as a pressure
differential that essentially consists of the elastic compression and expansion of air molecules [29].
The spherical nature of the wave propagation is one source of attenuation, as the sound intensity is
inversely proportional to the distance traveled squared. This phenomenon is known as the inverse
square law, and is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of inverse square law relation of sound intensity to distance.
Sound is classified as a longitudinal wave due to the fact that it displaces air in the direction
of propagation. Sound pressure level, in decibels, is an estimate of the relative intensity of this
displacement, and is calculated according to
Lp = 20 log10
prms
pref
(3.1)
where Lp is the sound pressure level in decibels, prms is the sound pressure being measured, and
pref is the reference sound pressure. The threshold of human hearing is 20 µPa RMS at 1kHz
[30, 31], and is used as the reference sound pressure. It should be noted that (3.1) is valid for both
planar and spherical progressive waves [32]. It follows that the difference in sound pressure level
between two points that are distances d1 and d2 apart can be calculated as
L1 − L2 = 20 log10
d2
d1
(3.2)
Here, only spherical diffusion of the sound pressure is taken into account.
Other phenomenon related to the nature of the atmosphere deserve consideration when calcu-
lating the attenuation of a noise source as a function of distance, and these phenomenon are related
to the elastic nature of air. Just as copper wires have an intrinsic impedance, so does air, and it is
affected by factors such as temperature, pressure, and humidity. Additionally, the atmosphere atten-
uates high frequencies more than low, so it in effect acts like a low-pass filter of sound. Atmospheric
absorption of sound is already a well-understood process, and there exist numerous resources for
calculating the attenuation per unit of distance (e.g., ISO standard 9613-2:1996 ). The effect of
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temperature and humidity on the absorption of sound in air was studied extensively by Harris [1],
and Bass was responsible for deriving analytical expressions that includes the effect of pressure
[33]. Plots showing atmospheric attenuation as a function of temperature and humidity are shown
in Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4.
Figure 3.2: Attenuation of sound in air increases with frequency (figure from [1]).
Figure 3.3: Attenuation of 250Hz sound in air decreases with increasing temperature (figure
from [1]).
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Figure 3.4: Attenuation of 1kHz sound in air decreases with increasing humidity (figure
from [1]).
An additional consideration for the propagation of sound in air is the noise floor of the atmo-
sphere. Molecules in a fluid medium undergo random perturbations due to thermal noise that is
known as Brownian motion. For an ideal recording system, this thermal noise represents the abso-
lute limit of the sensitivity of the recorder [34]. However, the magnitude of the thermal noise is at
least 11dB below the best-case threshold of human hearing at any frequency [35], and as will be
seen in the following section, the microphone and recorder self-noise represents the effective limit
of the sensitivity of an acoustic array, not the atmospheric thermal noise.
3.2 Classification of Sound Sources
The range of human hearing is generally considered to be 20Hz-20kHz. However, this range is not
necessarily the limit for an airborne acoustic sensing system. Figure 3.5 shows the range of acoustic
frequencies produced by several sources, as well as the hearing range for humans, dogs, and bats.
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Figure 3.5: Audible frequency range and hearing range of various sources (figure from [2]).
Figure 3.6: Approximate intensity of various sound sources (figure from [2]).
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It should be noted that audio frequencies below 200Hz and above 20kHz are known as infrasound
and ultrasound, respectively. The range of audio frequencies produced by a source is an important
consideration when choosing a recording system, and will be discussed in the following section.
Figure 3.6 shows the relative intensity of various noise sources. Using (3.2), we can estimate
the maximum distance from which one could eavesdrop on a target. For example, Figure 3.7 shows
the sound pressure level of a normal conversation, with a reference SPL of 65dB at 1 meter, as a
function of distance. Assuming a noise floor of 0dB, the conversation will no longer be audible at
a distance of 1778 meters, excluding atmospheric affects and barriers. Based on this calculation
alone, the concept of remote acoustic sensing seems realizable.
Figure 3.7: Sound pressure level of conversation, with a reference SPL of 65dB at 1 meter,
as a function of distance.
3.3 Audio Recording
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the equipment used to record sound is one source of noise that will affect
the performance of an airborne acoustic array. The process of digital audio recording involves the
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transduction, sampling, and storing of sound waves, and the hardware typically required to perform
each step includes microphones, amplifiers, and a digital sampling device.
In this section, we discuss several hardware considerations for use on an airborne platform.
Choosing hardware with the proper performance characteristics can significantly reduce recording
noise as a source of signal interference. As will be seen, the recording hardware is one of the
limiting factors for the performance of an airborne acoustic array.
3.3.1 Audio Microphones and Preamplifiers
An audio microphone is a transducer that converts pressure differentials in the air to electrical sig-
nals. The conversion from sound to electricity is accomplished with numerous methods, and has led
to a plethora of different microphone types that are currently available. A detailed discussion of the
types of microphones currently available is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, it is important
to understand what characteristics of microphones in general are significant to the goal of airborne
acoustic recording, as these characteristics will affect the performance of the system.
A microphone preamplifier is also a necessary component of a recording system since the elec-
trical signal generated by the microphone is often not strong enough to be processed by the recording
equipment. The preamplifier provides gain for the audio signal produced by the microphone to bring
it up to the line level of the recorder. The following sections describe specific considerations for the
attributes of microphones and preamplifiers in terms of airborne eavesdropping.
Directionality
The design of a microphone affects its sensitivity to sound waves from various directions. Omni-
directional microphones are equally sensitive to sound pressure waves arriving from any direction,
while cardioid, subcardioid, supercardioid, hypercardioid, bi-directional, and shotgun microphones
are directionally dependent. The directionality of these various types of microphones are shown in
the polar patterns in Figure 3.8. The benefit of using a directional microphone over an omnidirec-
tional one is that spatial filtering is intrinsic in the former.
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Figure 3.8: Directionality of microphone types: (a) omnidirectional; (b) subcardioid;
(c) cardioid; (d) supercardioid; (e) bidirectional; (f) shotgun.
Figure 3.9: Frequency response of Audio Technica Pro 42 boundary microphone (figure
from [3]).
Frequency Response
As discussed in section 3.2, the audible audio range is generally considered to be 20Hz to 20kHz.
Most microphones are intended to record sound in this frequency range, but they are not equally
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sensitive to all frequencies within that range. Figure 3.9 shows the frequency response of the Audio
Technica Pro 42 boundary microphone [1]. As can be seen, the Pro 42 microphone attenuates sound
frequencies below 100Hz, and above 10kHz, and does not have a flat response in-between. If the
goal of an airborne acoustic array is accurate sound reproduction, it is necessary either to choose
a microphone with a flat response curve over the frequencies of interest, or to compensate using
signal processing.
Transfer Factor and Sensitivity
The transfer factor is the ratio by which sound pressure, in units of pressure (i.e., pascals), is con-
verted to an open circuit voltage. The transfer factor is often confused with sensitivity, and the
former is expressed in units of millivolts per pascal (mV/Pa). In contrast, microphone sensitivity
is expressed in decibels, and is related to the transfer factor according to the following equation:
Sensitivity = 20 log10(
TransferFactor
1V/Pa
) [dB] (3.3)
It should be noted that by letting pref = 1V/Pa, (3.3) is identical to (3.1).
Sensitivity is significant because it stipulates the output voltage of the microphone in relation
to the input sound pressure level. For remote sensing, a microphone must be sensitive enough to
distinguish signals, which have been attenuated over great distances, from the noise produced by
the electronics.
Self Noise
Many condenser microphones incorporate a preamplifier that amplifies the signal produced by the
microphone so that it is strong enough to be processed by the recording equipment. This preamp
not only boosts the desired signal, but also adds the thermal noise of the electronics. The self noise
is the equivalent SPL that would generate the electrical noise in the microphone, and typical values
range from 40dB SPL for low quality microphones, down to -5dB SPL for very high quality ones.
The self noise of a microphone is a critical consideration for recording sound from an airborne
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platform, and is one of the limiting factors in how far away from a source the aircraft can effectively
eavesdrop.
Maximum Input Sound Level and Dynamic Range
The maximum input sound level (MISL) is closely related to the transfer factor of a microphone.
While the transfer factor is the relation between the measured sound pressure to the output line
voltage, the MISL indicates the sound pressure at which the output voltage of the microphone will
begin clipping. This is an important consideration for airborne acoustic sensing, as the sound level
aboard a UAV must not cause saturation of the microphones of the sensor package. Additionally,
the dynamic range is the difference in decibels between the MISL and the self noise.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is a well known concept in signal processing, and is the ratio of the
power in the desired signal to the power in the noise. For a microphone, the self noise represents
the noise in calculating the SNR, and 1Pa is often used as the reference signal power. The SNR is
then calculated with the following:
SNR [dB] = 20 log10
1Pa
20µPa
−Nself = 94dB −Nself (3.4)
where Nself is the self noise of the microphone.
Total Harmonic Distortion
A microphone functions by converting sound tones to electrical signals. The total harmonic distor-
tion (THD) is the ratio of the power in the harmonics of the sound tone to that of the fundamental
frequency of the tone. THD can be calculated as
THD =
√
V 22 + V
2
3 + ...+ V
2
n
V1
(3.5)
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where V1 is the RMS voltage of the fundamental frequency of the tone, and Vi is the ith harmonic
(i > 1). The cause of harmonic distortion depends on the type of microphone being used. In
electret microphones, much of the distortion is a result of nonlinearities in the preamplifier [36].
The harmonic distortion affects how accurately a microphone can record the frequency components
of the desired signal. It should be noted that the value of the MISL is often provided in terms of
total harmonic distortion.
3.3.2 Audio Recorders
The purpose of the audio recorder is to sample the voltage signals produced by the microphone
and preamplifier and store the sampled values in a format that is suitable for reproduction. The
performance specifications of a microphone such as self noise, harmonic distortion, transfer factor,
and maximum input sound level, are also considerations that must be accounted for when choosing
an audio recorder that minimizes recording noise.
For the purpose of this thesis, we are limiting our discussion to digital audio recorders. There-
fore, sampling theory and format are two additional considerations that must be taken into account.
The following is a discussion of pertinent audio recorder specifications and how they contribute to
recording noise.
Sampling Rate
In order to accurately reproduce a signal without aliasing, the sampling rate must exceed twice
the highest frequency content of the signal, known as the Nyquist rate. As an example, if the
signal being recorded has a maximum frequency of 10kHz, the recorder must sample at a rate of
at least 20kHz in order to accurately reproduce it. As the sampling rate increases, so must the
storage and processing requirements of the recorder, as well as the computational requirements
for signal processing. However, there are numerous signal processing benefits to oversampling a
signal, including increased resolution and white-noise reduction by averaging. Therefore, an ideal
sampling rate is one that minimizes the computational requirements of the desired signal processing
techniques.
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Word Length
The word length is the number of bits used to digitally record the sampled audio signal, and deter-
mines the quantization error inherent in the recorder. Many of the adaptive algorithms that will be
tested for this project are highly sensitive to quantization error due to the propagation of this error
over many operations. The effect of quantization errors can be mitigated by increasing the word
length, but this also increases the amount of storage required for the recordings and computing
power to implement the signal processing. The relationship of the word length to the quantization
error for linearly quantized signals is
−ymax − ymin
2(L− 1)
≤ eq(n) ≤
ymax − ymin
2(L− 1)
(3.6)
where eq(n) is the quantization error for sample n, L is the number of quantization levels, and ymax
and ymin are the maximum and minimum signal levels, respectively. It should be noted that the
number of quantization levels depends upon the word length.
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Chapter 4
Noise in an Airborne Environment
The final impedance factor that will affect the performance of an airborne acoustic array is environ-
mental interference. Necessary to our study of environmental noise interference is an understanding
of aeroacoustics and how noise is generated from air flow. In this chapter, we discuss some fun-
damentals of aeroacoustics, as well as how wind generates noise in microphones. Identifying the
mechanism by which various types of aircraft noise can be generated will help to determine a suit-
able approach for attenuation of these sources.
The material presented in this chapter is applicable to both fixed and rotary wing UAVs. The
two fixed wing aircraft, which will serve as a platform for later tests, are also introduced. Addition-
ally, preliminary flight recordings are presented that demonstrate the magnitude of the environmen-
tal noise sources.
4.1 Environmental Noise Interference
The main goal of this project will be to filter out environmental noise while preserving a desired
signal that is the target of eavesdropping. To accomplish this, we must first understand the various
types of environmental noise present on an aircraft. Although all noise sources are indistinguishable
to a microphone transducer, the method by which noise is generated can vary. We will elaborate
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on the environmental sources of interference in Table 1.1 and discuss the various mechanisms by
which unwanted sound is generated.
4.1.1 Wind Noise
Wind is the flow of air caused by pressure differentials in the atmosphere and is classified as either
laminar or turbulent flow. Laminar flow is the uniform motion of air in a parallel direction, while
turbulent flow is the random mixing motion of air particles. The distinction between these types of
wind flow is shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Comparison of turbulent and laminar fluid flow.
Turbulence is caused by either temperature fluctuations in the atmosphere (e.g., solar heating),
or the interaction of wind with physical bodies [37]. These types of turbulence are known as convec-
tive and mechanical, respectively, and mechanical turbulence is the mechanism by which air flow
generates sound. Although a detailed discussion of aircraft aeroacoustics is beyond the scope of this
thesis, it is worth noting that when airflow is interrupted by an obstacle, sound is generated [38].
It should be noted that the mechanism by which sound is generated from unsteady fluid flow is
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different from the noise generated by microphones in the presence of airflow. Morgan and Raspet
[39] demonstrated that laminar and turbulent flows generate noise by different means. For laminar
flow, the fluctuating wake of the microphone causes velocity changes in the transducer, which are in-
terpreted as pressure variations. In the case of turbulent flow, they showed that pressure fluctuations
picked up by the microphone are caused by velocity changes in the turbulence.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, a single microphone cannot distinguish between wind noise and
acoustic pressure due to sound propagation. However, since fluid flow due to wind propagates
slower than sound, it is possible to distinguish between wind noise and the signal of interest by
using a microphone array. Shields [40] demonstrated that wind noise recorded by each element of a
microphone array is correlated up to certain frequencies when the separation between microphones
is small enough. This notion will be important in the next chapter when discussing adaptive noise
cancellation.
4.1.2 Aircraft Noise
Aircraft aeroacoustics is the study of the noise produced by an airplane in flight. As discussed in
section 4.1.1, noise is generated by perturbed airflow, and both the propulsion method and aircraft
aerodynamics can cause this interruption. Therefore, the aircraft propulsion system, boundary layer
flow, and actuation and control machinery all generate noise. Additionally, air interacting with the
surface of the aircraft–as well as unbalanced propulsion and machinery–can induce vibration in the
airframe. Additional information on aeroacoustic noise sources can be found in [41].
It is worth noting that sources of environmental noise onboard an aircraft can be classified into
two types: radiative sources and transfer sources. The former type includes all aeroacoustic sources
that generate sound. The latter, transfer sources, includes all environmental noise sources that affect
the microphone transducer, but do not propagate at the speed of sound. Categorization of the envi-
ronmental noise sources is further expanded in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Sources of aircraft environmental noise.
Type Factor
Radiative Sources
Propulsion Noise
Boundary Layer Flow
Actuation and Control
Transfer Sources
Aircraft Vibration
Airflow Over Microphone(s)
4.2 Airborne Test Platforms
The airborne test platforms used for the experiments in this thesis are two radio-controlled fixed-
wing aircraft. The following sections present the technical specifications of the aircraft, and discuss
the noise profile for each.
4.2.1 Super Cub Test Platform
The Super Cub LP RTF (model #HBZ7300), produced by HobbyZone, is an electric aircraft that
uses a brushed DC motor [42]. The fuselage and wings of the Super Cub are constructed of Sty-
rofoam, and can carry a payload of 7 ounces. A stock photo of the Super Cub is shown in Figure
4.2.
Figure 4.2: Super Cub LP RTF RC Airplane [4]
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Given the 7 ounce payload capacity of the Super Cub, it is not suitable for flight testing with a
recording payload, and is only used for ground tests in a laboratory. The technical specifications of
the Super Cub are provided in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Super Cub LP RTF specifications.
Wingspan 47.7 in
Overall Length 32.5 in
Flying Weight 25.2 oz
Engine 4800 Brushed DC
Propeller Size 9×6
Radio 27MHz 3-Channel Proportional
Landing Gear Fixed Main with Steerable Tail Wheel
Throttle Proportional - 34 Settings
Control Surfaces Elevator, Rudder
Flap Servo Power HD 7150MG
Transmitter Range 2500 ft
4.2.2 Monocoupe Test Platform
The test platform used for flight testing is a Super Craft Monocoupe 90A 1/4 scale [43], produced
by Kangke Industrial USA, Inc. The Monocoupe is a balsa wood, radio controlled aircraft, powered
by a gasoline engine. A photo of the Monocoupe 90A is shown in Figure 4.3.
The Monocoupe is powerful enough to carry a payload of two microphones and a recording
device, and is flown by an experienced RC pilot who was generous enough to make it available.
One advantage of the Monocoupe is that its skin is a wind-proof covering called Oracover that
provides little attenuation of external sound. Additionally, the aircraft has a large fuselage that can
accommodate several cubic feet of equipment. Figure 4.4 shows the inside of the fuselage of the
Monocoupe. The technical specifications of the Monocoupe used for this experiment are in Table
4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Super Kraft Monocoupe 90A RC airplane.
Figure 4.4: Access panel for fuselage of Monocoupe 90A.
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Table 4.3: Kangke Monocoupe 1/4 scale specifications.
Wingspan 96.5 in
Overall Length 61.5 in
Flying Weight 13-14.5 lb
Engine DLE-30 Gasoline
Propeller Xoar 18×10
Controller Futuba 7C 2.4GHz
Receiver Futuba R617FS
Throttle Servo Futuba S3004
Rudder Servo Futuba S9201
Flap Servo Power HD 7150MG
Elevator Servo Futuba S9201
Aileron Servo Futuba S3004
Acoustic Analysis of Monocoupe Test Platform
Application of suitable signal processing techniques for reduction of environmental noise requires a
careful analysis of the noise generated by the Monocoupe under power. In order to characterize the
aircraft acoustically, a recording is made of the Monocoupe in flight. The test setup is provided in
Chapter 6. The frequency spectrum of the recording, created using Audacity 1.3.14 and a Hanning
window of length 16384, is shown in Figure 4.5.
As can be seen, the majority of the frequency content of the noise produced by the Mono-
coupe is below 1kHz, with a peak of -26dB at 125Hz. The frequency content above 1kHz decreases
steadily at a rate of approximately 1.0dB/kHz. Additionally, Figure 4.6 shows a spectrogram of the
the frequency content of the recording between 0 and 24kHz using a Hanning window of length
4096. The non-stationary nature of the noise produced by the Monocoupe is evident in the spectro-
gram, and will effect the choice of signal processing techniques to remove the unwanted environ-
mental noise.
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Figure 4.5: Sound spectrum of monocoupe in-flight (Relative Intensity (dB) vs. Frequency
(Hz)).
Figure 4.6: Spectrogram of Monocoupe in-flight using a Hanning window of length 4096
(Frequency (kHz) vs. Time (s)).
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Figure 4.7: Spectral bands produced by Monocoupe engine using a Hanning window of
length 16384 (Frequency (Hz) vs. Time (s)).
Lastly, Figure 4.7 shows the spectral lines in the Monocoupe recording that are indicative of
an internal combustion engine. The spectrogram uses a Hanning window of length 16384 in order
to provide greater frequency resolution. The bands below 300Hz are particularly strong and are
responsible for the peak in the spectrum shown in Figure 4.5.
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Chapter 5
Adaptive Noise Cancellation
The three types of acoustic interference that will degrade the performance of an airborne acoustic
sensor are source degradation, recorder interference, and environmental noise. Although there is
little that can be done to control source degradation (other than increase the gain of the recording
device), recorder interference can be minimized by designing a system with flat frequency response
and low self noise. For the radiative and transfer sources of environmental interference produced by
wind, aeroacoustics, and the aircraft control and propulsion, we propose the use of adaptive noise
cancellation techniques.
As discussed in Chapter 2, adaptive noise cancellation is an effective technique for removal of
unwanted environmental noise, and although beamforming may be more effective for noise suppres-
sion in a specific direction, the latter will actually increase the wind and environmental noise in the
main lobe. In the following sections, we discuss the fundamentals of adaptive noise cancellation,
and present three adaptive algorithms that were tested for airborne eavesdropping.
5.1 Fundamentals of Adaptive Noise Cancellation
Figure 5.1 shows the basic problem of adaptive noise cancellation. A desired signal s(n) is cor-
rupted with uncorrelated noise v(n), and recorded by a primary microphone. A secondary micro-
phone records noise source u(n) that is related to v(n) by the transfer function G(z). The distance
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of generic adaptive noise cancellation concept.
between the two microphones, difference in frequency responses of the microphones, and other
unknown factors contribute to the transfer function.
The purpose of the adaptive filter is to estimate the transfer function, G(z), by some means,
so that u(n) can be filtered to produce a signal, v̂(n), that is as close a replica as possible of v(n).
The filtered noise is then subtracted from s(n) + v(n) to obtain an estimate of the desired signal,
e(n)–which is both the output of the system and the error signal used to adapt the filter. Adaptation
of the filter is required because G(z) is not fixed [12]. From Figure 5.1, we obtain the following
equation.
e(n) = s(n) + v(n)− v̂(n) (5.1)
Some practical considerations for implementation of adaptive noise cancellation include the number,
placement, and isolation of the microphones. An adaptive noise canceling setup can include multiple
microphones for both the noise and reference signal, but the microphones must be placed to ensure
there is no delay in the recorded noise components. In order for v̂(n) to be an accurate estimate of
v(n), the noise in each signal must be correlated. As seen in Chapter 5, all environmental sources of
noise interference, including wind, are correlated with proper microphone placement. Additionally,
since the filtered noise is subtracted from the reference signal, it is important to isolate the noise
microphone so that it detects little of the desired signal, as leakage can degrade the performance of
the filter. The effect of leakage of the desired signal into the noise recording was studied by Widrow
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[12].
The setup for the experiment in this thesis utilizes two microphones: a noise microphone and a
reference microphone. The signal recorded by the reference microphone will contain the unwanted
wind and UAV noise listed in Table 4.1, as well as the desired signal that is acquired through
eavesdropping. The signal recorded by the noise microphone should contain only the unwanted
wind and UAV noise. One of the challenges is to then isolate the noise and reference microphones
so that the signal of interest in contained only in the latter.
5.2 Adaptive Algorithms
The first issue that needs to be addressed is an explanation of the reason for using adaptive algo-
rithms. As the diagram in Figure 5.1 shows, a transfer function (G(z)) exists between the noise
recorded by the two microphones. Assuming G(z) is stationary and known, it should be possi-
ble to determine the transfer function using optimal techniques such as a Wiener filter. However,
due to aircraft vibration and other unknown phenomenon, the transfer function between the two
microphones will vary with time.
Adaptation is also needed to determine the transfer function between the noise and reference
microphones. Optimal techniques such as Wiener filtering assume the autocorrelation and cross-
correlation of the two recorded signals is known. When they are not known, the autocorrelation and
cross-correlation must be estimated from the samples, making the Wiener filter sub-optimal.
Figure 5.2: Block diagram of generic adaptive filter.
A diagram of the noise cancellation setup with a generic adaptive filter is shown in Figure 5.2.
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There, u(n) is a vector of length M , containing recorded values of u(n) from time n to n−M +1,
d(n) is the reference recording (d(n) = s(n) + v(n)), and w(n) is a finite impulse response filter
of length M that is adapted using the filtered signal, e(n). For this thesis, a bold lowercase letter
denotes a vector, while bold uppercase letters are used for matrices. Lowercase letters that are not
bold denote scalar values. Using (5.1) and Figure 5.2, we obtain
e(n) = d(n)− wT (n)u(n) (5.2)
where the superscript T denotes the transpose.
Numerous adaptive algorithms have been developed have been developed that differ by how
e(n) is used to optimize the filter, and several variations may exist for each algorithm. The following
is a list of characteristics that describe the performance of adaptive filters [44]:
• Rate of convergence: The speed at which a filter converges to the optimal Wiener solution.
• Mis-adjustment: The deviation of the filter from the Wiener solution.
• Tracking: Effectiveness of the filter in a non-stationary environment.
• Robustness: Error performance of the filter in handling small disturbances.
• Computational requirements: Hardware requirements for implementation of the algo-
rithm.
• Structure: Determines how the filter can be implemented.
• Numerical properties: Sensitivity of the filter to quantization error.
The process of filter adaptation functions by minimizing a cost function related to the input
signals to the filter. The filtered signal, e(n), is then used for feedback for the adaptation process
and to tune the filter. For this experiment, we propose to test the effectiveness of the following
adaptive algorithms at removal of unwanted environmental noise:
• Least Mean Squares (LMS)
• Affine Projection (AP)
• Extended Recursive Least Squares Type-1 (ERLS-1)
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Table 5.1: Comparitive performance of LMS, AP, and ERLS-1 adaptive filters.
Convergence Misadjustment Tracking Computational
Speed Performance Requirements
Best ERLS-1 ERLS-1 LMS LMS
AP AP AP AP
Worst LMS LMS ERLS-1 ERLS-1
The algorithms listed above were chosen because they are representative of the performance
spectrum of adaptive filters, and because their performance characteristics for noise cancellation and
signal enhancement are known for other applications (see Chapter 2). Additionally, each algorithm
minimizes the same cost function: the output power of the error signal, e(n). The comparative
performance characteristics are provided in Table 5.1, and will be expounded upon in the following
sections.
For noise cancellation, the metric used to evaluate the performance of each filter it the signal
to noise ratio improvement. For a wide sense stationary signal, the sample signal to noise ratio is
computed with the following:
SNR [dB] = 10 log10
E{s2(n)}
E{v2(n)}
(5.3)
In the case of non-stationary signals (see Section 4.2.1), (5.3) serves as an estimate of the SNR. The
SNR improvement is then the difference in the SNR of the desired signal before and after filtering.
The metric used to determine the performance of a filter for signal enhancement is the mean
squared error (MSE). The MSE provides a means of quantifying the difference between the actual
signal and the filtered result, and is calculated as
MSE(θ̂) = E{(θ̂ − θ)2} (5.4)
where θ and θ̂ are the actual and estimated parameters, respectively.
It should be noted that numerous modifications exist that serve to improve upon one or more
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of the performance characteristics of each algorithm, but we restrict ourselves to implementing the
time-domain transverse form of each filter in the setup shown in Figure 5.2. Each of the filters
utilized for this project are implemented in Matlab for the purpose of filtering the recorded data,
and the code for each filter is provided in Appendix A. We expound upon the characteristics and
implementation of each filter in the following subsections.
5.2.1 Least Mean Squares Algorithm
The LMS filter was originally conceived by Widrow and Hoff at Stanford University in 1959 [45].
As Widrow and Hoff’s derivation shows, the algorithm performs by minimizing the output error
using the stochastic gradient method. The main benefit of the LMS algorithm is low computational
requirements at the expense of performance.
The tracking performance of LMS has been analyzed extensively by Eleftheriou and Falconer
[46], Marcos and Macchi [47], and Hajivandi and Gardner [48], as well as Haykin [44]. Addi-
tionally, Rupp investigated the tracking performance of LMS for periodically time-varying systems
[49]. The convergence rate of LMS can be tuned by using the parameter µ, and the convergence
properties of the algorithm are detailed in [50]. Below is a summary of the LMS algorithm.
Summary of Least Mean Squares Algorithm
Parameters:
M - Filter length
µ - Step-size parameter
u(n) - M-by-1 input vector at time n (Noise mic)
d(n) - Desired response (Reference Mic)
e(n) - Filter output / error value
Initialization:
w(0) = 0
n = 1
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Filtering Loop:
1) e(n) = d(n)− wT (n− 1)u(n)
2) w(n) = w(n− 1) + µu(n)e(n)
3) Increment n and restart loop
5.2.2 Affine Projection Algorithm
The affine projection algorithm is an extension of the well-known normalized least mean squares
filter, and was proposed by Ozeki [51]. The APA uses the method of Lagrange multipliers to mini-
mize the output error subject to the constraint that changes in the filter weights must be attenuated,
which is known as the principle of minimal disturbance [44]. At the expense of higher computation
complexity, the APA filters offers faster convergence than LMS, and performance comparable to the
RLS algorithm. Below is a summary of the APA.
Summary of Affine Projection Algorithm
Parameters:
M - Filter length
N - Filter order
µ - Adaptation parameter
δ - Regularization parameter
u(n) - M-by-1 input vector at time n (Noise mic)
d(n) - Desired response (Reference Mic)
e(n) - N-by-1 filter error vector
e(n) - Filter output / error value
I - Identity Matrix
Initialization:
w(0) = M-by-1 zero vector
n = 1
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Filtering Loop:
1) AT (n) = [u(n),u(n− 1), ...,u(n−N + 1)]
2) dT = [d(n), d(n− 1), ..., d(n−N + 1)]
3) e(n) = d(n)− A(n)w(n− 1)
4) w(n) = w(n− 1) + µAT (n)(A(n)AT (n) + δI)−1e(n)
5) e(n) = d(n)− wT (n)u(n)
6) Increment n and restart loop
5.2.3 Extended Recursive Least Squares Type-1 Algorithm
The RLS algorithm is touted as the ultimate adaptive filter with regards to rate of convergence and
mis-adjustment. However, this performance comes at the cost of significantly increased computa-
tional complexity. In terms of operation, the RLS is analogous to that of a Kalman filter, wherein
the extended RLS Type-1 algorithm includes a process noise term in order to improve tracking per-
formance. Due to poor performance of the RLS filter in initial tests, the ERLS-1 version is used for
this experiment. A derivation of the ERLS-1 algorithm can be found in [44]. Below is a summary
of the ERLS-1 algorithm.
Summary of Extended Recursive Least Squares Type-1 Algorithm
Parameters:
M - Filter length
a - Adaptation parameter
q - Process noise variance parameter
u(n) - M-by-1 input vector at time n (Noise mic)
d(n) - Desired response (Reference Mic)
e(n) - Filter output / error value
Initialization:
w(0) = 0
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P(0) = I (Identity Matrix)
n = 1
Filtering Loop:
1) π(n) = P(n− 1)u(n)
2) k(n) = aπ(n)
λ+uT (n)π(n)
3) e(n) = d(n)− wT (n− 1)u(n)
4) w(n) = aw(n− 1) + k(n)e(n)
5) P(n) = P(n− 1)− π(n)u
T (n)P(n−1)
uT (n)π(n)+1
5) P(n) = a2P(n) + qI
7) Increment n and restart loop
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Chapter 6
Experimental Validation of Effectiveness
of Adaptive Algorithms
In order to validate the effectiveness of the adaptive algorithms listed in Chapter 5, an experiment
is devised to capture the environmental noise onboard an airplane in flight. The Super Kraft Mono-
coupe 90A described in Chapter 4 is used as the testbed for the experiment. The motivation for
the experiment, test plan, preliminary experiments, flight-test setup, and results are provided in the
following sections. A detailed analysis of the performance of the algorithms for noise cancellation
and signal enhancement is also provided.
6.1 Preliminary Experiments
The purpose of this thesis is to validate the effectiveness of adaptive algorithms at attenuation of
environmental noise that is recorded aboard an aircraft, in-flight. For this goal, a series of experi-
ments were devised to gain understanding of adaptive noise cancellation, determine which variables
affect the performance of the filters, and find a suitable platform for a flight test. The experiments
performed with each aircraft, as well as the results, are provided in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
Experiments 1 through 6 were preliminary–but necessary–for the final flight test. This is be-
cause experiments 1-3 were performed to gain better understanding of the adaptive algorithms,
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while experiments 4-6 were necessary to determine a suitable test platform and recording package.
Experiment 7 was the final flight test, and a detailed test plan is provided in the following sections.
Table 6.1: Preliminary experiments with Super Cub test platform.
Experiment Result
1) In-Lab Test #1
Verified function of matlab programs which implement adaptive algo-
rithms. Verified that performance of adaptive algorithms agree with
results in literature.
2) Anechoic Test
Determined that recording environment affects filter length for adaptive
algorithms.
3) In-Lab Test #2
Determined optimal microphone placement to increase performance of
adaptive filters.
4) Flight Test Determined Super Cub unable to carry microphone package.
Table 6.2: Flight tests with Monocoupe test platform.
Experiment Result
5) Flight Test #1 Microphones came loose during flight.
6) Flight Test #2
Microphones were placed close to engine and clipping occurred, two
10dB Dayton Audio attenuators were added to recorder package after
experiment.
7) Flight Test #3 A 7 minute 38 second recording was made that was used for analysis.
6.2 Flight Test Setup
The following experiment was devised that implements the two microphone adaptive noise cancel-
lation setup described in Chapter 5 to test the effectiveness of the LMS, AP, and ERLS-1 algorithms
for noise cancellation and signal enhancement. The Super Kraft Monocoupe 90A serves as the plat-
form for the ANC system, and in-flight recordings of the environmental noise are made in order to
capture the environmental noise generated by the aircraft. The effectiveness of the aforementioned
adaptive filters are then tested on the recording.
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Before the experiment, it was determined that eavesdropping would not be attempted due to the
limited equipment that was available. Instead, recordings of the environmental noise would be made
in-flight, and an artificially generated signal would be added to the reference recording. Adding a
generated signal would allow for the best-case-scenario of 100% microphone isolation, and would
make it possible to control the signal-to-noise ratio of the desired signal to the environmental noise.
As seen in the previous chapter, the noise cancellation algorithms used for this experiment
require two microphones. Therefore, a recording device capable of simultaneously recording two
channels is necessary. Additionally, it is necessary to measure the speed of the aircraft in order to
correlate the velocity to the intensity of the noise being generated. Lastly, since weather can affect
the propagation of sound, a weather meter is used to record pertinent environmental parameters.
The following materials and equipment are used for the experiment.
Equipment List -
1. RC Airplane: Super Kraft Monocoupe 90A 1/4 Scale (Described in Chapter 4)
2. Recorder: Tascam DR-40 with Firmware Version 1.00
3. Microphones: Two Audio Technica Pro-42 Boundary Condenser Microphones
4. Attenuators: Two Dayton Audio XATT10 XLR 10dB Attenuators
5. Weather Meter: Kestrel 4000 with Firmware Version 4.02
6. GPS: Holux M-241 Logger
7. Timer: Burberry Men’s BU7715 Watch
8. Adhesives: Industrial Strength Velcro and Scotch Outdoor Mounting Tape
The attenuators are necessary for the experiment because the noise from the aircraft saturated
the recording device on the minimum gain setting. It should be noted that for each microphone,
the case and protective grating is removed in order to minimize any differences in manufacturing.
Therefore, the condenser elements are exposed to the interior of the fuselage. The microphones and
attenuators are attached to the recorder as shown in Figure 6.1.
The Audio Technica Pro-42 microphones were chosen because they are lightweight, have low
self noise, and are compatible with the phantom power provided by the Tascam recorder. The mi-
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Figure 6.1: Recording device setup.
crophones are placed so that there were no obstructions between either condenser element. The
microphone condenser elements are placed next to each other in order to minimize the delay be-
tween noise sources in each recorded signal. However, the metal edges of the microphones are
placed approximately 1mm apart in order to ensure they did not make contact. The placement of
the microphones is shown in Figure 6.2.
It should be noted that the placement of the microphones is a result of trial and error. The
microphones are placed internally because even slight wind noise will cause saturation. This elim-
inated airflow over the microphone as a transfer source of environmental noise. The microphone
placement shown in Figure 6.2 also ensures that they will not interfere with the operation of the
aircraft.
Prior to the experiment, the self noise of the recording system is measured by placing the
package shown in Figure 6.1 in an anechoic chamber. The package is allowed to record in the
chamber for several minutes in the absence of external noise sources. Using these recordings, the
self noise of the recorder package is determined to have a variance of approximately 3 × 10−9V 2,
and a noise floor of approximately -110dB (using a Hanning window of length 16384). From Figure
4.5, it is evident that the noise produced by the Monocoupe in-flight is well above the noise floor of
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Figure 6.2: Placement of the microphones within Monocoupe chassis.
Figure 6.3: Placement of the recorder and GPS within Monocoupe chassis.
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the recorder.
The GPS unit used for tracking the speed and altitude of the aircraft must be oriented properly
in order to function. The GPS unit is affixed to the inside of the chassis with velcro (hook side
attached to the wood), so that it is oriented right-side up. Lastly, the recorder and attenuators are
strapped inside the chassis with velcro. The orientation and placement of the GPS and recorder
within the Monocoupe airframe is shown in Figure 6.3.
Before performing this experiment, a survey was made of the available multi-channel handheld
recorders. The performance of the available recorders is limited when compared to conventional au-
dio recording equipment in regards to word length, sampling frequency, and recording formats. The
Tascam DR-40 is adequate for this experiment because it can provide power for external micro-
phones. The following settings were used for the recording format:
Recorder Settings -
1. Format: 24-bit Floating Point WAV File
2. Sampling Rate: 96kHz
3. Low Cut: Off
4. Pre Record: Off
5. Auto Record: Off
6. Record Mode: Stereo
7. Source: External Input 1/2 (Mic + Phantom)
8. MS Decode: Off
9. Phantom Power Input Gain Level: Zero (0)
10. Peak Reduction: Off
The waveform audio file format–or WAV, after its filename extension–is a standard for record-
ing and storing audio, and is used as the format for this experiment. The WAV format quantizes
analog audio signals using linear pulse code modulation (LPCM), meaning that the difference be-
tween successive quantization levels is constant. WAV files can be encoded as either fixed point or
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floating point numbers. In order to reduce quantization error, the latter is preferred since floating
point numbers offer higher resolution. It should also be noted that WAV is a lossless method of
storing audio.
6.3 Flight Test
The experiment was performed on Friday, May 25, at 3:00PM at the Miami RC flying field in Xenia,
Ohio. An expert pilot volunteered his time to fly the instrumented aircraft. Before the experiment,
the following weather measurements were made with the Kestrel 4000 by reseting the Min/Max/Avg
memory and recording for one minute:
Weather Measurements (Average)-
1. Wind Speed: 295 fpm Average; 335 fpm Maximum
2. Temperature: 31.0◦C
3. Pressure: 988.0hPa
4. Humidity: 49.1%
The recorder, microphones, and GPS were placed in the aircraft as shown in Figures 6.2 and
6.3. The timer, audio recorder, and GPS recorder were started at the same time to synchronize
the recordings. The aircraft engine was then started, and allowed to idle for two minutes in order to
warm up. Upon flying the aircraft, the pilot admitted no noticeable difference in flight characteristics
with the recording equipment onboard. The total recording time for the experiment was 7 minutes
and 38 seconds, and the following maneuvers were performed:
Maneuvers -
1. Idling - 00:00
2. Takeoff - 01:47
3. One pass to determine flight readiness - 01:57
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4. Low altitude passes at slow and high speed - 02:47
5. High altitude pass at slow and high speed - 05:32
6. Landing - 06:39
7. Taxiing
The time at which each maneuver was performed, after start, is listed in MM:SS format. The flight
path and altitude and velocity data are shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, respectively.
Figure 6.4: Recorded flight path for experiment with second of latitude/longitude lines in
pink
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Figure 6.5: Recorded altitude (above sea level) and velocity during experiment.
6.4 Analysis
In the following sections, we present the analysis of the effectiveness of the adaptive algorithms
discussed in Chapter 5 at removal of the unwanted environmental noise recorded during the experi-
ment. In order to determine a baseline for signal enhancement, the noise cancellation performance
of the filters is first measured. A chirp signal is then generated and added to the reference recording
at various SNR values in order to test the filters.
6.4.1 Noise Cancellation
For the analysis of the noise cancellation performance of the LMS, APA, and ERLS-1 filters, three
sections of the recording made during the experiment are used. The difference between each record-
ing is the speed at which the aircraft was traveling. The recordings used for this analysis are as
follows:
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Recordings for Analysis -
1. High Speed (Greater than 80km/hr): 3:25 to 3:35
2. Cruising Speed (Approximately 40km/hr): 4:13 to 4:23
3. Low Speed (Less than 40km/hr): 6:25 to 6:35
The recordings listed above are used as inputs for the Matlab programs provided in Appendix
A. Since the recordings were made in stereo, the second track serves as the reference input. The
filters are tuned by incrementally increasing or decreasing the parameters, and using (5.3) to de-
termine the effect on performance. Adjusting the parameters is a tradeoff between mis-adjustment
and robustness: smaller adaptation and step size parameters make the filter more robust to pertur-
bations in the inputs, while larger values improve the mis-adjustment. Since the filter length and
convergence rate must be taken into account, only the last nine seconds of each recording is used
to calculate the SNR improvement. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 provide the values of the tunable parameters
used for each filter, as well as performance of the algorithms for each of the recordings.
Table 6.3: Values of tunable parameters for LMS, APA, and ERLS-1 filters for noise can-
cellation by recording.
Filter Parameters by Recording
Adaptation Parameter High Speed Cruise Speed Low Speed
LMS
Filter Length - M 12000 12000 12000
µ 0.07 0.02 0.0057
APA
Filter Length - M 400 400 400
Filter Order - N 10 10 10
µ 0.95 0.95 0.95
δ 1× 10−12 1× 10−12 1× 10−12
ERLS-1
Filter Length - M 400 400 400
a 0.999 0.999 0.999
q 1000 1000 1000
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Table 6.4: Performance of LMS, APA, and ERLS-1 filters for noise cancellation.
Noise Reduction for Recording [dB]
Adaptation High Speed Cruise Speed Low Speed
LMS 23.5 26.3 29.2
APA 33.7 33.4 37.0
ERLS-1 27.7 28.1 33.1
Due to the computational requirements of the ERLS-1 algorithm, the filter length was not
increased beyond 400. With the parameters listed in Table 6.3, the execution time of the ERLS-1
algorithm was 1.5 hours on a 15” Macbook Pro with an Intel Core i7 2675QM processor. Increasing
the filter length beyond 400 yielded little improvement and it was prohibitively time-consuming to
fine tune the parameters.
As shown in Table 6.4, the AP algorithm outperforms the LMS and ERLS-1 algorithms for
noise cancellation. It is also apparent that the performance of the filters is degraded as the speed
of the aircraft increases. With the exception of the cruise and high speed recordings for APA, the
filter performance decreases monotonically as the speed increases. However, it is not known if this
is caused by increased wind noise or aircraft vibration due to the engine.
6.4.2 Signal Enhancement for Additive Chirp
In order to test the effectiveness of the LMS, AP, and ERLS-1 algorithms at signal enhancement, it
is necessary to add a signal to the recordings that will serve as a simulated target of eavesdropping.
Not wanting to limit the analysis to a specific type of recording, a chirp is generated using Audacity
version 1.3.14 that serves as the simulated signal of interest. The following parameters are used for
the chirp generator:
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Chirp Generator Parameters -
1. Waveform: Sine
2. Frequency Start-End: 20Hz - 10kHz
3. Amplitude Start-End: 0.1 - 0.1
4. Interpolation: Linear
5. Duration: 9 seconds
The chirp is then exported to a 32-bit floating point WAV file so that it can be added to the
aircraft recordings. Using Matlab, both the recordings and the chirp are imported, and the latter
is added to the second track by summation. By adjusting the amplitude of the chirp, the SNR can
be controlled. Given that the variance of a sinusoid of amplitude A is A
2
2 , and using (5.3), we can
calculate the amplitude of the chirp that will provide the desired SNR with
A =
√
2(σ2d)(10
SNR[dB]
10 ) (6.1)
where SNR[dB] is the desired signal to noise ratio, in decibels, and σ2d is the variance of the signal
to which the chirp is being added.
Since the performance of the filters is comparable at different speed, the cruise speed recording
is used for signal enhancement and the 9-second chirp is added after the first second of the record-
ing. Three recordings are produced that have chirp SNR values of -10dB, -20dB, and -30dB. Figure
6.6 shows a spectrogram of the reference signal of the Cruise Speed recording with the added -20dB
chirp, and the relative intensity of the spectral content of the respective chirps are shown in Table
6.5. The three recordings are then filtered and the parameter values are adjusted by increasing SNR
improvement until there is noticeable distortion of the filtered chirp. The MSE of the filtered signal
for each algorithm, as well as the calculated SNR improvement, is provided in Table 6.6 and 6.7,
respectively. The filter parameter values associated with each recording are listed in table 6.8.
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Figure 6.6: Spectrogram of reference signal of low-speed recording with 9-second chirp
and SNR=-20dB using a Hanning window of length 4096 (Frequency [kHz] vs. Time [s]).
Table 6.5: Relative of spectral content of scaled chirps using Hanning window of length
16384.
Relative Spectral Magnitude [dB]
-10dB Chirp -63
-20dB Chirp -72
-30dB Chirp -82
Table 6.6: MSE of LMS, APA, and ERLS-1 filters for signal enhancement with additive
chirp.
MSE
Adaptation -10dB Chirp -20dB Chirp -30dB Chirp
LMS 1.09 ×10−4 5.10 ×10−5 2.11 ×10−5
APA 1.09 ×10−4 4.07 ×10−5 1.57 ×10−5
ERLS-1 1.19 ×10−4 5.09 ×10−5 2.97 ×10−5
Chirp Variance 2.75 ×10−4 2.53 ×10−5 2.53 ×10−6
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Table 6.7: SNR improvement of NLMS, APA, and RLS filters for signal enhancement with
additive chirp.
SNR Improvement [dB]
Adaptation -10dB Chirp -20dB Chirp -30dB Chirp
LMS 14.0 17.0 20.8
APA 14.0 17.9 22.1
ERLS-1 13.6 15.9 19.1
Table 6.8: Values of tunable parameters for LMS, APA, and ERLS-1 filters for signal
enhancement by recording.
Filter Parameters by Recording
Adaptation Parameter -10dB Chirp -20dB Chirp -30dB Chirp
LMS
FIlter Length - M 12000 12000 12000
µ 0.0015 0.0025 0.007
APA
FIlter Length - M 4000 4000 4000
Filter Order - N 2 2 2
µ 0.06 0.1 0.3
δ 1× 10−12 1× 10−12 1× 10−12
ERLS-1
FIlter Length - M 400 400 400
a 0.999 0.999 0.999
q 0.04 0.06 0.1
As seen in Table 6.6, the performance results of the filters for signal enhancement is similar to
that of noise cancellation. The affine projection algorithm provides the lowest MSE, followed by
ERLS-1 and LMS. For the -20dB chirp, the signal is readily visible in the spectrogram of the result
of the LMS filtered shown in Figure 6.7. Comparing Figures 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10 to Figure 4.5, the
filters provide approximately 30dB of attenuation of the noise below 600Hz. Additionally, the noise
above 10kHz is attenuated by approximately 3dB.
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Figure 6.7: Spectrogram (using Hanning window of length 4096) of cruise speed recording
with -20dB chirp, filtered with LMS (Frequency [kHz] vs Time [s]).
Figure 6.8: Spectrum of cruise speed recording with -20dB chirp, filtered with LMS.
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Figure 6.9: Spectrum of cruise speed recording with -20dB chirp, filtered with APA.
Figure 6.10: Spectrum of cruise speed recording with -20dB chirp, filtered with ERLS-1.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
Ground and marine-based acoustic arrays are used for a myriad of applications in order to locate
and identify sources of noise. The benefit of using microphone arrays onboard an airborne platform
are the ability to track a target and a wider coverage area. However, due to the limited propagation
of sound through the atmosphere and the noisy environment onboard an aircraft, there are serious
obstacles that must be overcome before an airborne array can be adopted for the same roles as
ground and marine-based sensors.
In this thesis, we discuss the numerous factors that impede the performance of an airborne
acoustic array. Currently available methods for attenuating these factors are presented, and the use
of adaptive algorithms for cancellation of environmental noise is proposed. The effectiveness of the
least mean squares, affine projection, and extended recursive least squares algorithms for reduction
of unwanted wind and aircraft noise is tested. An experiment is performed wherein a recording
is made onboard an RC aircraft in-flight, and the data is used to evaluate the performance of the
algorithms for noise cancellation and signal enhancement of an added chirp.
The results of the experiment demonstrate that adaptive algorithms are effective at reducing
unwanted aircraft and wind noise and enhancing a desired signal. However, more effective algo-
rithms are warranted in order to discern a signal of interest at lower frequencies due to interference
from engine noise. Despite the numerous sources of acoustic interference aboard an aircraft, effec-
tive techniques are available for attenuating these sources, and the goal of employing an acoustic
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array aboard an airborne platform is realizable. With the addition of adaptive noise cancellation, the
following compensation techniques are available:
Table 7.1: Techniques for mitigation of impedance factors of airborne acoustic sensors.
Type Mitigation Technique
Source Degradation Increased Signal Gain
Recording Interference Low Noise / Distortion Recorder
Environmental Interference
Windscreen
Muffler
Aeroacoustic Improvements
Vibration Dampening Mount
Beamforming
Adaptive Noise Cancellation
Future work to evaluate the effectiveness of adaptive algorithms for signal enhancement aboard
an airborne platform would involve utilizing more advanced noise canceling techniques. For exam-
ple, fast versions of the AP and RLS algorithms that allow for longer filter lengths with lower
computational requirements may improve performance. Additionally, filter variants with adaptive
parameters may increase the SNR improvement while lowering MSE. Any future work involv-
ing a more advanced acoustic array package should also involve the use of system identification
techniques to determine optimal filter orders for the adaptive algorithms. Both autoregressive and
moving-average modeling could be used since infinite impulse response adaptive filters may be
more effective random noise sources aboard an aircraft [52].
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Appendix A
Matlab Code for Adaptive Algorithms
A.1 Normalized Least Mean Squares Program
%%
% function e = LMSFilterIt(n,d,fs)
% written by - Ryan Fuller
% organization - AFRL / RBCCX
% version - 1.0
% date - 6 October, 2011
%
% description - function e = LMSFilterIt(n,d,fs) uses the Normalized Least
% Mean Square algorithm to filter the unwanted noise from the reference
% signal, d, by using the noise signal, n. Argument 'fs' is the sampling
% frequency of the recordings. The function produces the filtered output,
% e.
%
%%
function [e,h] = LMSFilterIt(n,d,fs)
% Set default sampling rate
if nargin < 3
fs = 96000;
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end
tic
% Parameters
p = 12000; % filter order
disp(['Filter length = ' num2str(p)])
mu = 0.02; % step size
% Initialization
h = zeros(p,1); % filter coefficients
e = n*0; % filter output
for m = p:length(d)
% Acquire chunk of data
x = n(m:-1:m-p+1);
% Calculate error
e(m) = d(m)-h'*x;
% Update filter coefficients
h = h + (mu*e(m)*x)/(x'*x);
end
toc
% Plot it!
t = linspace(0,length(d)/fs,length(d));
figure;
plot(t,d,t,e);
xlabel('Time (s)');
legend('Reference', 'Filtered', 'Location', 'NorthEast');
% Calculate SNR improvement
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SNRi = 10*log10(var(d)/var(e));
disp([num2str(SNRi) 'dB SNR Improvement'])
return
A.2 Affine Projection Program
%%
% function y = APFilterIt(n,d,fs)
% written by - Ryan Fuller
% organization - AFRL / RBCCX
% version - 1.0
% date - 6 October, 2011
%
% description - function y = APFilterIt(n,d,fs) uses the Affine Projection
% algorithm to remove the unwanted noise from the reference signal, d,
% using the noise signal, n. Argument 'fs' is the sampling frequency of the
% recordings. The function produces the filtered output, y.
%
%%
function y = APFilterIt(n,d,fs)
% Set default sampling rate
if nargin < 3
fs = 96000;
end
tic
% Parameters
M = 400; % input length
N = 10; % filter order
mu = 0.95; % step size
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delta = 1.0e-12*eye(N);
% Initialization
w = zeros(M,1); % filter coefficients
e = zeros(N,length(n)); % filter error
A = zeros(N,M);
for m = N+M:length(d)
% Acquire next chunk of data
for i = 1:N
A(i,:) = n(m-i+1:-1:m-(i+M)+2)';
end
% Calculate error
e(:,m) = d(m:-1:m-N+1)-A*w;
% Update filter coefficients
w = w + mu*A'/(A*A'+delta)*e(:,m);
% Filter output
y(m) = d(m) - w'*n(m:-1:m-M+1);
end
toc
% Plot it!
t = linspace(0,length(d)/fs,length(d));
figure;
plot(t,d,t,y);
xlabel('Time (s)');
legend('Reference', 'Filtered', 'Location', 'NorthEast');
% Calculate SNR improvement
SNRi = 10*log10(var(d(1:end))/var(y(1:end)));
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disp([num2str(SNRi) 'dB SNR Improvement'])
return
A.3 Extended Recursive Least Squares Type-1 Program
%%
% function e = ERLSFilterIt(n,x,fs)
% written by - Ryan Fuller
% organization - AFRL / RBCCX
% version - 1.0
% date - 26 October, 2011
%
% description - function e = ERLSFilterIt(n,d,fs) uses the Extended
% Recursive Least Square Type-1 algorithm (Haykin,"Adaptive Filter Theory",
% 2002) algorithm to remove the unwanted noise from the reference signal,
% x, using the noise signal, n. Argument 'fs' is the sampling frequency of
% the recordings. The function produces the filtered output, e.
%
%%
function e = ERLSFilterIt(n,x,fs)
% Set default sampling rate
if nargin < 3
fs = 96000;
end
tic
% Parameters
p = 400; % filter order
a = 0.999; % forgetting factor
q = 1000.0; % variance
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% Initialization
w = zeros(p,1); % filter coefficients
P = q*eye(p); % inverse correlation matrix
I = eye(p);
e = x*0; % error signal
for m = p:length(x)
% Acquire chunk of data
y = n(m:-1:m-p+1);
% Parameters for efficiency
Pi = P*y;
% Filter gain vector update
k = (a*Pi)*inv(y'*Pi + 1);
% Error signal equation
e(m) = x(m)-w'*y;
% Filter coefficients adaption
w = a*w + k*e(m);
% Inverse correlation matrix update
P = P - (Pi*y'*P)/(y'*Pi);
P = aˆ2*P + q*I;
% Counter to display progress of filter
if mod(m,1000) == 0
disp([num2str(m/1000) ' of ' num2str(floor(length(x)/1000))])
end
end
toc
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% Plot it!
t = linspace(0,length(x)/fs,length(x));
figure;
plot(t,x,t,e);
title('Result of ERLS Filter')
xlabel('Time (s)');
legend('Reference', 'Filtered', 'Location', 'NorthEast');
% Calculate SNR improvement
SNRi = 10*log10(var(x)/var(e));
disp([num2str(SNRi) 'dB SNR Improvement'])
return
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